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The purpose of this document is to.help vocational

evaluators understand (1). low:the concepts of learning and
,performance relate to vocatlonal evaluation:.(2). why learnini 18:

dssessment is,importantiand (3) how it may be incorporated into irOk
sample testing: The text is divided into three. parts. Pert 1 defines

...'the learning assessment process. Part,2 provides the rationale for
learniug assissment.by discussing the following reasons: assuring
perforMance testing readiness: ,providing instrueion: improving. ,

client awareneSs; and providing benefits for lot placement and
Araining. F3nally, part:3 presents the procedures for practicing "

learning amsessment. /hese procedures include methods of Sevariting.
learning and performance, of develtping appropridte instructional
techniques, and Of-adapting standardized 4ork sample instrdctions.
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. Assessl; howHa client learns is ohe of the most impqrtant functions.of
, vocational evaluation. There are two.basic reasons, for this.. First,, the ways. ,

in' hich in indiVidual can learn-information certainlY.have a strong impact on
. -their vocationil developmcnt. All 4cbs, no matter how 'simple, require sdme

.degree of learning, yet disabilities such as blindness, deafness, mental re-
.

tardation, and aphasia obviousTY limit.some of the modes by which a persdn may .

,. learns Yet', in most cases, once the. learning problemthas been identified, . . .

-modifflations ofthe.instruetional or training procedures can be made, e.g.,
audtotaping of written. material's or sign language. Such adaOtatibns allow.
handicapped persons to learn behaviors and skills Which would not otherwise.be-
possitrle. -Thus, their personals sociel; ind vocational opportunities are
greatly expanded. . . - ' ,, . .

, .
.

'Secondly, with regard'to NttatiOnal evaluation and.particularly work and ..

. .. job sample testing, an individual's ability to learn to follow a standardiied
set of instruttions has a significant influence over performance.capability:

,...

-. e,For if a Client is unable to understand the instructions provided in a work
ple, tt is unlikely that he-will acqdire the requisite behaviors necessary

gmperford the;assigned task. In many such cases the resulting.poor.perfor-
mante ii erroneously interfteted as indicating.a lack of taSk.related ability 6

rather than-evidence of specific or.generalulearning disturbances. In such,

cases, the learning problemften remain.completely undetected, and thus .

.

-little or no effort iS madeto modify the Instructional format so as to faciL;
itateclient learnirlg. .

. P .

,
.-,... IP I f

1
. f

If thi problem is to.be,oyercome, eValuatbrs must include learning is-
- sestment as,part of the evaluatiOrl:Process. However, the term learning .

assessment does not denote ,the traditional concept of Measuring4 a client's'
IQ or so-called Ppotential tolearn.", Rather it refers td evaluating and ,.

.. ,

.
understanding'tni a client learns, e.g., through written instructions, oral *4

directions'i and-temunctratiOns. Understanding how a person learns, is.partic-'
ularly crucial mhen working withsevereIy handicapped individuali who.may be

,

unable to learn,a task via one instruCtional format like .written, but who can -,

learn the same task if another initructional technique, such as.demonstration,
. is.provided.t .. ,. I . . .

,

.

,

: .

0

000

44I-Before any decisions as to tl(eht caPabiTities are de,, it is imperative. ,

. that the evaluator be reasonably certain that/after a stan drdtzed
tional4format has been provided, the'client: 1) perceived and understOod the

Anstructions,'(2) was taught the properiuse of-the tool% And equipment, .

(3) all the steps and motions lere learned, an (4) he was made aware of the
desired outcodles. If the client fails.to satisfY any of these criteria, then'.--0
the evaluator must provide alternative tnstructional procedures which will
help the:client learn what he is to do. It is essential that performance ,

testing Rot occur until all of the aforementioned objectives are athieved.

Unfortunately, at the present time few "in-house" work samOles or commer-
,

cially developed work*same1e.systeMs possess systematic, objettlVe standards
which outline when the aforementioned criteria are considered to have been
reached by the client. Add to,this.proplem the facts that: (1) many severely
.handicapped'clients have subtleeand complex learning disabilities which are
not easily identified, and (2) ofteh clients make a special effort to mask
their learning handicaps; it is not difficult to see that assessing the
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ways in which a client's -leerning skills influence his performance capabilities
,is a.difficult yet critiCally. important *tor in understanding vocational po-
tenttal.

ifle purpose of this pkIblicatio.n is to*Kelp mocattonal evaluators under-
, . .. .

sted: (1)%how the concepts of Tearntng and performance relate to,vdtational
*evaluation, (2) why lee.rning assessment is important, and (3)khow it may be
incOrlaorastod into work sample testing. By understanding these Concerns, vocar
tional evalbators will gainimportant insight into the relationsfilp 4mong
.leaiming, performanca, and vocational assessmetIt.andethus provide a more

Is . .
effective-servtce co the clients. .

0 .
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3 Paul ivIcCra, M.S.
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PAT I

DEFINING THE LEARNING ASiESSMENT PROCESS'

Learnino and Performance Phates of Work Sample Testis /
. . .

.

Ellts (472) defined learning as "a relatively permanent process that is
inferred from performance.changes due to practice" (p. 4). Within this defini-
.tion there. are four important points to keep ln, mind: a :

.
.

. . 4 ...

. ' (1), Learning is an inference which means that it is not something.
directly Oserved. Thus learning is an inferre*or hypothetical .

concept like gravity or'electricity. We never see gravity directly;
we observe falling objects and therefore infer that .such a process ...

.
,. exists., (2) The concept'of learning is tied to performance,bbut is P

not the same as.performance. Hence, a distinCtion is made between .

learning and perfOrmance. Various performance Indicators are em-
ployedito infer learning suth as number of correct responses, errors,

.

percentages of correct,responses, response rate, response speed, etc.

. . (3) The concept of learning is tied to conditions of practice which '.

. , serves to distfnguish learning from performance changes attributable_ . .

.
. to other Conditions such as fatigue, maturation; or drug °states. ..i

'Ibis simply emphasizes thatthe conditions'antecedent tolearntilgr-
.

,
. .

are practice conditions as distinct from other kinds ofConditions. .

(4) Learning is:a relatively permanent process, which is an assumption..
: which is useful in order to distinguish learning from other more tem-,
.. porary.processes such as.sensommemory,qr short-term memory. (Ellis.

pp. 157-158) .

Thus, for purposes#of vocational dValuation, one may generally view :
,

.

learning assessment as an inferential process andperformancefassessmentsas a-
'. ,measurable or quantifiable representation -of.the extent of learning that has'

taken,place, The most significant pqints to remember/are: (1) learning and
, performance4are closely related but.diWnct.poncepts, and (2) performance

can be strongly influenced by.the degree of :learning
a
which precedes it.t.

.

,.:, .
, .

*With regard to vocational evaluationg Revell and Wehman (1978) have :

separated the concepts of learning and performafice,by identifying two distinct
Phases-of work and'job sample testing. The'acquisition or-learning phase .

occurs during the period in which the Client acquii-es the repuisite skills and
concepts needed to perform the task. It is atthis time that the client learns

,what'he is to do and the motions;-concepts, tool uses,etc., needed to carry'
.

ot the assignment.' It necessarily involves various degrees of training since
the-evaluatorsinstructs the client as to4tfie desired outcomes as well as how to
assemble or disassemble an'objett, read a chart, use a machine, etc. On the .

-- other .handr.the performance or productipn phase ft:flows the learning phase.'
During the performance phase the client actually exedites the learned behaviors
under formal testing, conditions. For example, during the.learning phase a di:-
enf may have been instructed.as to how to assemble an object and then was
allowed to practice the assembly without regard to speed, quality, etc. How-

ever, unlike:the learning phase, during the performance phase careful con-
sideration .is given to the speed, qu4lity, etc., with which the client

, performed the task. .
..,

a

S.
1
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The goal of the learning phoe is forthe client to thoroughly understand

". what he is going to do. as wel 1 as how to.dc i .e. he possesses all the be-
haviors needed to perfoin a given task. .Assuring' that a client thoroughly
learns all aspects of a task prior to test performanCe is not an easy job.' It

. requires the evaluator to identify measurable and cdncrete bbjectives which
'define when adequate leening has' taken .place,..so that performance testing may
begin. 'These objectives must be representative of the behaviors, 'skills, con-
cepts, eta., required &wing- the performance phase (this subject will -be
'discussed more, thoroughly in Part III). The goal of the production phase is
different. -"In this case, the evaluator Wants to obtain some sort of measure
which is a' valid and reliable estimate of the cljent's performance capability.
This measure. is usually a .quantifiable vore of some kind , percentile

.rank., 4rade equivalent, tigie score, érr6.s,. etc. 'Generally speaking, the per-
formance .score is regarded as an accurate measune of the extent of learning
that has taken place providing,.of scoutese, the cli#nt's motivation,, the testing

'environment, etc., have all been ,carefully considered..
.

Thut,"one can see that learning and performance are distinct entities uhich
share a cause°and effect relationship. Learning influences pdrformance and per-
forànee suggests the extent.orlearning. Failure to thoroughly achievP the
goals of the learning phase will have a negative impact on performance, since
the cliept will begtn the performance phase while still lacking some of the,be-

.. iiaviors needed to c'ompetitiiely perform, the entire task. The end result of.this
problem is that if .an eviluator fails .to identify the client's performance prob-

... lems as bein 'related td an inade uate or incom lete:learningphasethen the
eva uator may easily attribute t e cl ent's poor .performance tcia lack of task

. related ability. 'Thus, a cl,ient may be screened dutiOf a potential. training or
employment opportunity, not necessarily because. of lack. of..abilityi. but becose
' of a learning problem which' prevents him from understanding what he is to do

ard/or-how to do it.

For.example, if luring thd learning phase, a client who cannot read above

fir'st grade lemel i5 given a series of work sample instructions which requirt

sixth grade reading skills, he will perform poorly during the -performance-phase

of testing. This, however, does not necessarily mean,that the client lacks.the

ability to do the job, instead it' indicates -a learniqg handicap, i.e:, a limited

ability to follow written instructions. In order to determlne if the client

really lacks the ability to do,the task, the instrOctions must then be provided

by other methods,'e.g., oral or demonstration. Such modifications of test ad-

ministratton procedures are recommended by CARF Standard 3.4.3.1.1.2 which

states:
'

appropriite adaptive assessment tools and methods shall be used when-

ever possible with individuals having sensory, communication, or other

functional impediments (e.g.,,.visual, hearing, speech, language, cul-

tural, pr learning disabilities) which Might invalidate otherwise

ttandardized procedures. (p. 28, Standards Manual for Rehabil4tation

Facilities)

In addition to this, theloint CARF-VEWAA publication, VEWAA=6ARF.Voca-

tional'Evaluation and Work Aeustment.Standards with Interpretive Guidelines

k'
2



and VEWAA providet a clearer interpretation of this standard.

The intent-of.thisistandard is to 'assure that evaluitidn programs
modify or use\already modified tests,* work samples, or other as..!

_ sessment tools to assure that they (evaluation tools) can
accurately reflect.the person's aptitudes, abilities, potential,
etc. For ammple, using a shoot,.timed test such as the WRAT to
measure th math abilities of a person with severe motor prbb- .

lems administration..of a test writtennin Enviish to..a
pirson whose functional language is opanish, would not meet the,
intent of this standard. Possible adaptations might include the

, use of'recorded directions or Braille directfOns for the blind,
*translated materials4for foreign'language groups, or7the use of
testi that have been developed for or-account knq disability.

. groups tn their norms, etc-. (p. 5) . 4

Thus, one can see that'mbdifying standardized instructional formats is one
important method of facilitattng levning among individuals, with specific or
general 'learning nisabilities. Such Modifications are, however, only'lne com-

ponent of the overall learning assessment process:, Viewed in the broadest
sense, learning assessMent is the process-of sYstematically evaluating how a
person learns, identifying any timitations that.exist, and develoPing.appro-
priate adaptive techniques which:are designed to facilitate learning arid,
thereby, help,the client overcome his learning handicaps.

I

r,

,

.

'

I.

*Available from: Materials Development Center, Stout Vocational'Rehabilitation
Institute,' University of Wisconsin Stout, Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751. The
cost is $1.00 per copy.
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PART II

'RATIONALE.FOR LEARNING .ASSESSMENT

HaVing defined learning assessment,.it is now-important to look at some ot

4thi.reasOns.why this process is important.: .

, Assurin .Peveadiiiess"
, When a client'l performance is substandard; it ts not-enough to simply

note .it, autgmatfcally attribute it to lack of ability, ahd-gredict that the

client's...potential in that area is limdted. Instead, the evaluator must take

ttie assesprent process one step further in an effortto understand Mit the

client'i performance:was substandard. There %ay be a variety of reasons for

poor performance incjuding:
S. , 4' . i

"46 1.- inadequate Instructional Alrocedures (client.dOesn't underttand what to

dO) %

.
2. environmental factors (poor testing conditions)

.

3. motivation (overly anxious to perform well, or disinterested)

i4.. lack of task related abilty.
,

.

As suggested previtously,qnideqUate instructional. .procedures are One of

the major causes of misinterpreting client performance. If, during.the learn-fr *4,

ing phase, an evaluator communicates instructions to a'clienttand the client

Aoes not understand the directions,-he will-be unable.to perform'the,taSk. All

.
too easily thistcan lead to tice erroneous conclusion that .the.cljent lacks .

a ability in the testeCarea ratherthahthat the client did not thoroughly under-

-stand whaeto do simply because fkinstructional format required trim to utilize

0. sk411s 'which' were limited,by,his learning disabillty. By including learning

, assessment as part of the evaluation process, the eihluator is forced to.cbn- .,

sider. whether or not the instructional procedures provided in,the learning phase

. were appropriate for the individual. This activity helps assure that a valid .

,
picture of client performance capabiltty emerges. .

,

C.

For example, suppose an evaluator is working withma severely retarded cli-

ent who expre ses an interestpin working as a circuit board assembler,. Based'

on the cl 's tested and expressed interests, therevaluator decides to 6,1min-

isier etircuit board assembly work sample which utilizes a standardized 'written

inst4tional format during the learning phase. If under these circumstances

the client'fails to acquire the skills needed for. performancetesting, should

the evaluator interpret this as necessarily.meaning that the client lacks the,

i
task related ability and his potential in this area is, derefore, limited? The

ansWer.is certainly no, for such an assumption is premature. The:evaluator must

jirst determine jf the learning problem is the. result of other faotors, e.g.,
4

inadequate inttructional procedures, tett environment,' Wlack of-motivation.

In this case, the evaluator must seriously question whether or not a writ-

ten instructional format was appeopriate for an individual with severely limited

reading skills. Is there a,reasonable pbssibility that the client could'learn

the skills and concepts if other instructional techniques were prOvided? The

answer is yesi therefore, the evaluator-must breaksioay from the standardized '

instructional format (in this case, written) and try other instructional meth-

odt. for example, the eValuator might provide the instructions orallytlive

'4

0
t

t.



demonstrations, or use a combination of the two techniqUes in order to.attempt
to facilitate,client learning. .If, after thoroughly exhausting all.instruc-
tional strategies, the cltentis still unable to learn the 'task, then he must
Consider tte test environment and the clientl.s.molfVatfon. These two factors

are frequently discussed in much of the More traditional psychological te&ting

literature. That they can affect performance testityg is certainly true. -For
.example, if a,series .of tests require a quiet, uninterrUpted setting, Yet the
evaluato... alloWs people to randomly,enter and exit the room, talk to one another, .

play radios, etc., then one can definitely say that the test envfronment was
poorly coltr011ed. Such distractions are likely haye a negative impact on

, performance and, therefore, the client's performarIce'may not be 'representative
of his true abilities. Stmilarly, if a.cllent fs not motivated or interested in
taking a test, his resulting performance may not r4flizt his real

For example, sgme clients may randdmly fill in,apswer.,sheets simply becaUse they
don't want to,take the tiMe to thirk through the queltfons. 'Other clients may

so amtious to perform well thattheS; 1.1.freeze-ue and cannot answer questions
or perform.tasks that would normally be easy fon them. Thus, onecan see that

.the evaluator must consider whether or Aot these two factOrs,- along with the
instructional'format, were controlled will enough so as to-limit their affect

on performance. If they were. well controlled, then the evaluator may -be rel-
'atively certain that thecl ,nt's poor Performance and difficulty learning the
task s4ggests a lack of ability in lhe area of circuit board assembly. If, on

the.efhee hand, the evaluator finds that te client can learn the information
if the instruCtional format is, modified, he will then have'gained significant
inSight into the client's learning,capabilities and Will be able to apply this
knowledge to future testing situatigns.as well as trainingcand placement.recqm-
mendationi.

Instructional Techniques

The're are four basic methods of proOding instructtons,td a clien , °they. .

Lnclude: 'Written, oral, demonstration/modeling, and h6iids'on.u

1. Written Method

The written met.hod,js, perha the most complex since it requires the
learner to read information such 4as manuals, charts, maps, diagrams, etc., as

.
well 4s analyze and synthesize-the data.into a meaningful whole so that the
desired behavioral changes may be made.. For example, an auto mechanic is oftvi

required to read repair manuals in order to correctsomplicated.mechanical
problemsi

..
Because the amount of time required to develop the skill of reading may

range from several months to many years, learning any information or skill via

.
written instructions is'relatively difficult no matter how simple the actual

task might be. 'For,example, sorting several different nuts and'bOlts might be
relatively simple job;'however, if.a cltent is required to read instructions

prior to performance, then a significant prerequisite skill (reading4,wi11 pre-
vent many clients from 4erforming the Work sample even though they may have the
physical and intellectUil capabilities to do the actual work.

gAlexia is an example of a disability which limits one'ss ability to read.

Although-an individual may haye above average intelligence, if he s required
to perform even the simplest task.by reading a set of instructions, he may not
be able to perforr the job. However, in such,a case, the'evaluator should

0

C.
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retognize that the performance problem reflects a specific learning disturbance

, and not necessarily a lack of task related ability. Therefore, the evaluator'

should provide the instructions by means of one of the other modes in qrderlto

.determine the'client's actual performance capabilities.
; , ;

Itawee,

C. Oral.Method
a

- Like the written technique, the oral method is:verbally oriented and
requires relatively sophisticated skills. The individual must listen to infovl
mation.and.organize it into* integrated pattern, yet unlike the written method, .

years of formal training are not necessary. Rather; this skill typicallm de-

velops throUgn normal maturation so that the infant\begins tgonderstand many of

the verbal. commands of its parents and ,as the child's language skills develop,

so does fts understanding of speechal .

'This method, however,.is not entirely dependent upon the Ohysical hearing

mechanism. A handicapped individual maykbe able to hear sounds quite normally,

mput his ability to organize, ifterpret, and understand auditory information may
.1

"be coTpletely:deficient.

.
For example, a client with receptive aphasia may be able to' hear every

word his evaluator speaks, but.he is unable to organize it into meaningful in-
formation. Thus, he has exceptronal difficulty making the desired behavior
'changes or.performing an assigned task. Mori importantly, for the evaluator.,
because the degree .of impairment niay vary, same clients wi II, be able to' under-
stand, a portion of the verbal initructi.ons. They may be able to comprehend
concrete .but not'abstract concepts. 'Thus., they may give the impression that

,they, have learned the task and' understand all the instructions when in fact

they have not. In such a' case, it takes professional expertise on the part of
the .evaluat.r to dTscern the interaction among disability, learning, and per-

. formance. ..If the evaluator Is not aware of how learning can affect performance,
then he may erroneously assume thet4he client racks the ability to perform thq
task rather than. observing that4he relationship.aniong the Client's learning
style,.the teactilrig styl,e, and the, test adniinistration procedure was not
conducive .te obtain.inv a valid and reliable picture of the capabil-

. ities. ,

/./

0,)

3. Demunettratibn/Model i ng Method

The last two learning styles, demonstration/modeling and hands on, are

essentially nonverbal methods. The demonstration/modeling technique requires

the evaluator,to demonstrate the assigned, task, and the client then models his

performance after the evaluator. The evaluator may perform a' portion of the

task, thed ask the Client to model the behavior(s),. then the evaluator performs

another operation, etc. unti 1 the 'enti re task is compl ete4 .1r each' of the
.

separate steps tied together. Or the'evaluator may perforiii t entire task and

either 4sk the client to parallel Irk performance while it is taking place, or

wait until the evaluator's entire demonstration is completed. In any case,

this method requires minimal language skills And, as such, is simpler than v.he

. written or oral Methods.

. 4: Hands On Method /
.

..-1.
. .

. /

. , ,

.
,

The hands .on technique has been widely ,advOcated for use with the severely-

mentally :retarded, Initially, it is similar to the demonstration/modeling

o
) 6



method.in that it requires the evaluator/or trainer to demattrate a behavior
or teries of behaviors and then have Vie client attempt to,model thebehaviors.
Hdwever, it is.different from the r(onstration/mqdeling technique in,that ken
the client fails to correctly perf m a task, the instructor phytically manip-
ulates the client's.fingers,.; hands, etc., so that the desired behaviors, e.9.9
brake assembly, occur. Individual behaviors are tied together in an organized
sequence, and as the client learns each of the steps of.the task, he begins to
make the phyvical movements independently .so that when 'learning is ompleted,
it is no longer necessary for the supervisor to regularly guide the client's
performanCe. -This method is different.from.the demonstration/modeLing techn4que
in that the client's physical behaviors and movements may be controlled:by the
evaluator*. If a client is unable to independently imitate the prrect behav-
tors, then the appropriate action ts guided by the evaluator until the cient .

can regularly perfom the task accurately and independently. With the demon-
, stration/modeling technique, however, demonstrations are usually repeated while

the desired behaviot changes are 'made, but there is no systematic effort to
physically. mani44ate client's motions.

Thus, one'Can see that there are many different Ways to prov.ide instruc-
tions to clients, nd when working with individuals wtth learning disabilities
it is imperative that the instructional format used be compatible with the cli-
ent's learning capabilities. Because this is a verbally oriented society, most
job training programs emphasize verbal techniques. LikeWise, Most indivi4u31
work sample§ and mirk-sample systems use verbal instructional techniques (ofte,:
in combination with demonstration/modeling techniques). Yet many severely.

handicapped people, which.often make up the majority of vocational evaluation
referrals, .have very poor verbal skills. Thus, the Structure of the tests'
themselves can create barriers which inherently impede client performance if
the appropriate adaptations are not made. By recognizing the importance of
providing appropriate instructional procedures, evaluate's will often be able'
to identify adaptations which may be made in the learning phase, so that cli-
ents can learn to satisfactorily perform jobs which would otherwite be con-
sidered beyond their abilities.

Impli)ations for Improved Client,Awareness

) Another important'benefit of learning assessment is that the client gains
insight into his specific learding capabiltti s. For example, a client who is
not yerbally priented may have had a great deal of difficultY in school because
he could notelearn'vdhally oriented informattQn. Consequently, he developed
a self-concept in' which he.viewed himself as generally unable to learn most new -

skills and concepts. 'However, during learning assessment the client may find.
that there are other nonverbal ways to learn information, e.g., demonstration/
modeling, hands on, which allow him to tucceed where he had previously failed.
This leads to increased self-awareness which has practical application: the
client asks an employer to demonstrate a task rather than providing him with a
written manual.

*For a more thorough discussion of this subject the reader is referred to the
film, "Try Another Way," available from the Materials Development Wter,
Stout.Vocational Rehabilitation Institute, University of Wisconsin - Stout,
Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751. Rental fees are: 3 days - $15.00; 5 days -
$20.00.,
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Benefits for. Job Placement/Training

Finally,,when:the client is considered for job placement or training, Jim:.

itaiions in Kis learning skills are very.important since job success is likely

- to be related tc his ability to learn the new job tasks via the instructional

mode offered br,the employer. For example, suppose that through learning as-

- sessment the evaluator finds that a client cannot learn most taskt by means of

written formats. Unless the evaluacor or referral source are certain that a

particular job does not Tequtre written learning seills, or that the employer

.is willing to Make the necessary adaptatjons in the training program, then the

client should not be plabed on the job 'even though he may have the potential to

learn it if other instruttional procedures were offered. .Imagine tpe hapless

client who-is-unable to (:)mprehend iaritten instructions' but who is referred to

a job on which the .foreman typically hands new workers an operator's manual

and tells them.to read it and start to work on the machinery. It is quite

4likely that in sug,h a situationthe client will perform poorly and the foreman

will incorrectly attribute this/to a lack of job related ability. The client

may then be discharged from the job because he is viewed as being unable to

perform adequately., Learning assessment helps prevent thesevrpblems since

?the referral source and evaluator can determine if any adaptations.are needed

as well as employer.willingness to make them before job placement takes place.

In this part we have identified 4e of the reasons.why learning assessment

is important. First, it encourages evaluators to look at why.a person cannot

iparn to perform a given task rather than simply noting that the client,failed

to perform adequately'. This is important because evaluators often fail to look

at the reasons for poor performance. Instead, they often automatcally inter-

pret poor performanceas indicative of a lack of task related ability. This,,

however, is not always true since poor performance or learning'difficulties may

be the result of several facttrs including: (I) inadequate instructional or

learning formats, (2) motivation; (3)- uncontrolled test environment,.or (4) lack

of ability, By including learningeassettment as part Of the evaluation process,

the evaluator.is determining the extent to which the.instructional format of the

learning phase of4testing was compatible 'with the client"-s.--,learningcapabIlities

Learning assessment is also important because many handicappe-d-people can

only learn by one or two specific Methods. A client may be unable to learn a

task via a verbal format, but if the same information is provided through a non-

'verbal format, he may be able to learn to do the job. This fact has important

ramifications for job placement and training sinse once the learning deficit As

identified, evaluator, client, referral source,placement person, and prospective

employer can work together'to modify the job training,pxperience so as to over-

come the client's limitations. Finally, learning asassment also provides the

client with insight into how he learns. This information can help the client

learn to' better cope with the learning and training requirements of the job as

well as his own personal, social, and educational experiences-outside of the

work environment. The client finds that he can learn concepts and skills which

he had previou3.4 believed were beyond his ability. All of the aforementioned

benefits make learning assessMent an invaluable componentof the overall voca-

tional evaluation process, since it contributes to a valid and reliable under-

stoding of client limitations and capabilities.

a
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m PARTNI.

PRACTLCING,LEARNING ASSESSMENT'
7'-

.
51')

Gold (1973) has stated tRit with regard to the severely retarded':

The basic concept of work samples appears to provide the most
fmitful approach to evaluatioh. However, major changes iftpresent
usage are necetsary. Acquisition and prediction must he:seParated.
The length of time and conditions necesse.ry to learn various taskt
should be separated from how fast production is after the tasks have
been learned. If both kquisttion and production'data are bbtained
on a variety of tasks and levels of difficultys'then htghboreliable
and descriptive data will be obtained and traintng'will.necessarily

. occur simultaneously with.evaluation. (p: 129)

4

Gold's statement, however, not only apPlies to;the severely retarded, biit

Other handicapped people as well. Individuals with learning disabilities such
as aphasia orAyslexia will offen'perform belowtheir true abilities if the

instructional format of the learning phate ii not compatible with.their tmn
. .

unique learning abilities.
4k,

Recognizing the significance of separpting learning and performance leids

to addressing the problem bf how this may be practically accomplished within a
work samp]e testing framework. The phraserseparating learning and perftrmance,"

. refers to the process of insuring that the.client has thoroughly learned all ,

aspects of what he is tó:6do before e is requieed to perform a task. Tills as-

sures that there, will.not be any significant level of continued learmihg during

performance testing since the'client h'as' learned what to do during.the learning

phase. Thus, his Oerformance will -be an accurate'reflection of his production
capability since it s not contaminated by continued learning, e.g., learning
hOwto correctly use the tools, the test answer sheets, etc. The basic problem
then is how does an evaluator determine when the learning phase is completed,
i.e., sufficient client learning has ta0n plate, and the client is, therefore, it
ready to begin performance testtng.

Methods of Separating Learning and Performance

4

In order to efEectively separate learning and performance and reliably
determine when a client has learned,what he is to do, there are two important
,measureswhich must be taken.

1., Work samplei mu-st have objective triteria which are measurable ah'd

define.when adequate. learning has taken place.

2. The skills
311

andiconcepts'that must be acquired.during thii.lfearning

, phase must)* representative of the skills and concepts required
during the Performance phase.

1. Establishing Objective'eriteria

With regard to the firsi requirement, .4n order to reliablidetermine when
adequate client learning has taken place, evaluators must have measurable and
concrete standards which define 'what constitutes adequate learning.' This is
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most easily accomplished by identifying specific objectives which the client_

must achieve during the:learning phase. The evaluator may'then ompare the

client's learning phase performance with the standardized objletive criteria of

the learnifflg phase. In this way, the evaluator has a relative. y easy job of

determining if any client has mastered the learning phase a9/is prepared for

the performance phase. 'For example, suppose an evaluator decides to administer it

a circuit board assembly'work sample.. The manua,l,spectfiei that during the

learning phase of assestment, the client must,."indepemdently assemble five,con-
,

secutive circuit bOrds with 100% accuracy prior to performance testing.v This

statement establishes specific criteria which define when adequate,client learn-

ing has taken place atjWell as provides a standardized level .which all clients

must achieve prior to Oerformance testing. It should be rifted that there fs no

reference to time or speed of proeuction because at this stage the Important

factor.is whether or not the Went can learn to accurately perform all phases

- of the task. Ninety percent atcuracy is not acceptable nor are only three con-

secutively 'accurate assemblies. Likewise, according to the standard, five

consecutive and Accurate assemblies with assistance from the evaluator or other-

persons is also inadequate. The skills which the client must master prior to

performance testing are concrete and Measurable, and the overall effect of this

approach is that at the conclusion of the leahing phase, all clieRts who will

proceed to thesperformance phase will have acquired the sarflt- skills and concepts,

pecessary for performance testinZ, In other words, the evaluator can be reason-

ably certain that each client haK.learned the task.and thus, poor performance is.

not likely to be due to inadequate instructional or learning procedures.

HoweverOn spite of the'advantages ofthis Procedure, it 'still has one ma-

jor limitation. The problem is chobsing the number of correct trials which are

believed to be necessary in order to assure that adequate learning can occur.

In the previous example, it was stated that five consecutive correct.trialtwas

the prerequisite to performance testing. How was this humber arrived at? The .

answer is that it is a subjective decision on the ,part of the work sample de-

veloper. Perhaps fewer trials would be adequate,lbut-in.this case the developer

. is certain that five consecutive correct assemblies are enough to insure that

the client thoroughly understands what he is doing. Although lengthy and expen-

sive statistical analyses should be performed in order to deterMlne a certain

minimum number of.correct trials as indicating that,learning'has occurred, this

approach is usually impractical. The work sample developer must, therefore,

concentrate on establishing adequate criteria so as to be reasonably certain

that a client will understand what to do.

2. Establishing Representativeness

Establishing specific behavioral objectives lone will not, however, nec-

essartfy guarantee that a client thorbUghly learns 'a task prior to performance

testing, unlessIthe learning phase skills are representative of those required

,forthe performance phase. For example, suppose that.a sortfng work Sample

requires client to correctly sort.five differently shaped plastic chips,

e.g., round, oyal, square, hexagon, and rectangular. The behavioral criteria

to be,achieyed during the learning phase, however, only state that as prereq-

uisite to performance testing, "the clientmill independently sort fifteen

chips into three sepat'ate piles according to shape, with 100% accuracy." 'The

client is then giYen several round,. square, and oval chips which he must learn

to sort according to the aforementioned criteria. The problem with this situ-

ation is that although specific behavioral,criteria were established, they are

114 representative of all the skills required for the performance phase. In

10
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.Another example bf this problem is the case wherein a client is allowed' to
learn a task at less than 100% accuracy during the learning phase but is then
penaltzed for less than 100%)ccuracy during the performance phase... For ex-
'ample, the behdvioral criteria might state that the client must, "independently
assemble ten consecutive widgets with a minimum of 75% accuracy on each unit"

, during the learning phase. When this level is achieved, the client may then
proceed to the performance phase where at the.conclusion of testing he finds

A

that he has been penalized for perforMing at a level which he learned was ac-
ceptable in the learning,phase, e.g., all widgets lacking 100% accuracy are
thrown out 4rotoUnting.up Otal urits a1sembled. In this,case the client has

'0 unfairly learned to.perform at a level'whiCh is not r6presentative of the per-
formance phase.criteria. Thus, the-instructional procedure should be viewed as
inadequate and any prediáttbns as to performance capability spould take this

.problem into,actount.
.

Assuring learning phase representativeness is a difficult"but necessary
( task. It essentially requires that the evaluator.identify the performance he

wants and then develop learning phase.,inttructional and experiential procedures
which will insure that the client: (1) can-perteive-end-understand the'instruc-

.

Mons, 42) can-be,taught the proper use of all the tools and equipment used in
the performagoe phase, (3) can learn all the steps and motions requirPd in the
performance'fhase, and (4) can be made aware of the desired result. Perhaps

the best way tb achieve this is to systematically identify eath of the perfor-
mance phase'behavior$ through techniques such as.job analysis or task analysis,
and thenoincorporate these behaviors, albeit on a smaller scale, into the learn-
ing phase. For example, if the performance phase of a mail sorting work sample
requires a elierit to correctly sort three hundred envelopes alphabetically and
numerically, then the evaluator might have twenty practice envelopes which the
client must, "sort independently, and-with 100% accuracy, by name and number,
prior to. performance testing." Such an approach is.a reasonable effort on the
part of the evaluator to insure representat*eness during the learning ph e,

without getting involved in 'lengthy and time-consuming statistical analys s of
the performance phase behaviors.

Thus, one can see that the learning phase must be representative of the
performance phase. Otherwise, even though the client may master all the be-
haviors identified in the learning phase, he may still not have acquired all of
the behaviors necessary for test performance. ,In such a case it is very dif-
ficult for an evaluator to,determine the extent to which 'poor performance was

, the result of lack of,,ability or test administration inidequacies. Yet thN
relationship must bepecognized and.understood if a alid picture of the cliL
ent's abilities is to eMerge..

a

. . .

this instance the client is only required to discriMinate among three different .

shapes during the learning phase, yet in t C^pelormance phase, he must be able :

to' differentiate five shapes, i.e., square, round, oval, rectatigular, and hex-
.

agonil. ThuS, the behaviors acquired during the learning phase are.not
representative of ell those required for the performance,phase, since it.can-
not be assumed that learning to differentiate among square, round, and oval
imOlies'the ability to discriminate the Otheetwo shapia equally effettively.
The learning_phase criteria should be rewritten to read, "the client will in-
dependently sort 25 chips of five different kinds (round, square, oval,
rectangular, and hexagonal) into five equarpiles according to shape, with ,p0%
accuracy, prior to performance testing. This statement clearly identifies
learning phase criteria which are representative of performance phase skills.
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pgyeloping2ppropriate Instructional Techni ues

One important.point to keep'in mind is thatthe standardized instructional
format'provided-421 amork sample manual should be the same as the method used

'to train emp)oyees fol- the same or, similar jobs in competitive industry. Most .

training programs utillze a verbal format, and although the.abili.ty-to follow

written instrUctions may not always be required, nearly all jobs require some

degree of ability to follow oral instructions. Practically speaking, mokt

training sitU,Aions use.a combination ofinstructional techniques, e.T., writ- ,

. ten, oralx and demonstration. Thus, if several learning styles are necessary'

for satfsfactory job performance, then each method should be incorporated into

the wbrk sample. ttherwise, clients may' be s'creened out of jobs they can ac-

tually perform, or they may be placed in jobs which they canno't perform because

their learning style is nqt compatible with the training format.

For example, if a'job'training program-requires reading, but the wog sam-

ple utilizes a demonstration/mpdeling instructional procedure, then the nontl

reading client may be able to-Perform the work sample; but when referred for

job placement, the employer may dischargellim due to inabilityto follow the .

reading,oriented trainifil program. If, on the other hand, the work sample

simulates the learming patterns used on the job, then the evaluator car more,

reliably 'termine if the .cliett.can follow the instructional procedures that

are off- on the job, and if not, what adaptations in the training may be

made, anu is the employer willing to make the flecessary.adaptations. Thus,*the

special needs, limitations,.and capabilities of the,client's learning:skills

are given careful consideration. In any case, the major. Concern when designing .

learning phase instructional formats shou'A be to providelearning formats which

parallel'industry rather than formats which are convenient for the evaluator,

e.g.,' written'formats for all work samples st) 'the evaluator won't.have to spend

time reading instrUctions to clies. If a clier4 cannot,learn the matehal by

the standardized format, then other methods must t3ç tried and these adaptations

'must be kept in Mind when considering job pl4cement or training.

Adapting Standakized Work Sample Instructions :

0
EV'en thotigh a work sample may have objective criteria, be representative,

and have appropriate instructionotechniques, there is still,a Problem assto

what should be done When a client fails to complete the learning phase by fol-
,

lowing the standardized instructional format. ShoLld the same instructions be

repeated several times until the client actually understands them or the eval--

uator decide§' that the client cannot learn them? Can psting automaticallif be

discontinued if the client candot-follow the. instructions'after onesor two

administrations? ShoOd the evaluator,proceed to performance testing regardless

of whether or not a cljenthas learned what to do? Should the instructioAs lie

modified so as to facilitate client learning? These are difficult questionslnd

one must keep in mind that work sample administration proudures have generally k's-

emphasized the importance of providing the same standardized instructions to all

clients. Yet; it has already been noted that although some clients are unable

to learn task,via one instructional format, they may be able to learn the

same task if.a different format is provided. %Is, one cannot assume that be-:

cause a client fails to complete the learning phase following the standardized

format, that he necessarily lacks the task related abilities. Therefore, other 4

inStructional techniques, e.g., written, oral, demonstration/modeling, or hands

on must be provided to the client when he cannot follow the standardized in-

structfons. It is only by doing'this that the evaluator.may determine if the

12



client is capable of learning the'task regardless of the learning phase instruc-
tfonal format used.

4

For example, suppose a sortinb work sample is administered to a severely
Tetarded client. The work sample contains specific 'behavioral criteria which
define when the learning phase is completed and the criteria are fapres'bntative

.

of the performance phase. The instructional format paralJels that used in in-,

dustry, e.g., a combination of oral and demonstration. Yet, the client is
unable to master the skills and concepts outlined in the behavioral Criteria.
In this case; shoUld the evaluator necessarily interpret.the client's diffi-
culty as indicative of a lackfof task related ability?' The answer is no, for
until the evaluator has-provided all of the other instructional.formats, he
cannot be certain that the client cannot learn the task.';'

IR this case, because the client cannot reed, a written format would not
.have,tO be provided. The evaluator might attempt,to separate the demonstra-
tion/modeling and oral techniques'and*oyide thelli separately. If the client

. still cannot learn'the information, then the evaluator should try the hands on .

technique. If the client still ehnnot 'earn the task, then the evaluator is at 14

least certain*that the client's learniog problem is.not due to inadequate in-

structional procedures. He must then Ittempt to determine if it it the result /

of: (1). the testing,environment, (2 4otivat1on,'Or (3) lack of ability.
;

There is no standard procedure for choosing other formats when the tandar
one does not Appearto'be satisfactory. However, a goodieneral 1440e.to
is to-keeri the technique chosen:as close to the actual 'training format of in-
duttry as posiible and usually prwiide secondary techniques which are simpler
than the standardited,formatY For example, if a written instruotional format
is inadequatebecauseVlearning disability like dyslexia, then theevaluatoi.

'might first provide 441n instructions which are also verbally oriented, If this

;fails., then he may *deed to nonverbal echniques', e.g., demonstration/modeling
.. and, finally, hands on. Similaely,Af a client'candotlearn a task-following a .

nonverbal-technique sUch as demonstration/modeling, then,the evaluator should
Ofer the simpler, nonverbal, hands on tethnique rather;than the more complex
written ot oral methods.

.

,Whenever an evaluator finds'it necessary to break away from a standardized .

instructional technique; he should carefully note what other techniques were.
used, why 'they mere necessary and *he degree of effectiveness. 'Evaluators,

t should also observe how much additional training was needed diking the learning

phase and the extent of:supervision required. This information,provides impor-
tantibata for job placement and.possible redesign of job.training experiences. ,

,
Breaking away froM standardized instructional procedures is important for

three reasons:

°

1. It reduces the probability of evaluators misinterpreting performance,
e.g., automatically attributing poor performance to lack'of ability

rather than considering inadequatd instructional procedures.

2. It indreases evaluator a d client understanding.of.the latter's learn-
ing, skills, e.g., writt n, oral, demonstration/modeling, and hands on.

3. It provi4es valuable information regarding client learning ability when
considering placement or .training potential, e.g., 'jab training re-

deSign.
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The advantage of this approach is that client, referral source, and evalu-

ator obtain a thorough and reliable picture of client'capabilities and limi-

-tations. The basis of this understanding is knowledge of how4t client learns.

s Gunn (1971) pointed dut that: ,

The result of this approach to wOrk sample initructions is that the

. actual instructions given bathe clientsbwill not be 'standardized'

(in the sense of having one set of instructions which are used for

' all clients), but the outcome of the instructional process wil3 be

standardized' (in the sense that all clients will have the tame
levehof-task mastery when they begin the work sample). When the

work sample is 'administered, rate of performance can be reliablras-
sessed and meaningful-comparisons of the drnerences betweeniclients

can be made. Additionally, since it has already been determined '

that the client can perform the. task with accuracy, the effects of

increased performance rate or quality,can be determined. (p. 2)

Thus; ohe can see that the advantages of this approach are twofold: .

1.6 Emphasis is placed On standardizing the outcome of the acquisition or

learning Phase rather than the instructional technique. Thislinsures

. that ali clients possess the same essentials skiils when they begin

performance testing. .

Primary effort is placed on' simply determining whether or not a 0,4-

ent can or cannot learn to perform a task. Concern over predicting

future.levels of productivity is mihimized. Such predictions tend*

to screen "slow learners" out of_jobs or training programs in which

they might be able to function if they were given additional-training

or time to learn the'task(s). The basic fict that a client can per-
form a-job, regardless oSeepfed, suggests the potential for improved

performance ifith addiththal training. This is particularly important

when assessing severely handicapped clients who have general or sper

cifit learning disabilities.

It should be understood that it is not being advocateeihat because there

are four basic instructional techniques, every, work sample must contain four

separate sets of standardized instructions. Such an approach would be time-

consuming and costly. In addition to this, the majority of clients will be

able to complete the learning phase of a work sample by following the standard-

ized instructions, since many clients will not have learning problems, e.g.,_

clients with'orthopedic disabilities. What is being supiestedls that one stan-
dardi2ed instrUctional format which simulates industry should be developed tor

each work.sample. When idap.tations are necessary, the evaluator should be able

to intuitively modify the standardized instructions so as to facilitate client

learning and satisfythe behavioral criteria outlined for the learning phase.

In,Part III wehave discussed methods of separating learning and perfor-

mance and pointed out that When clients cannot learn a task via the stan-

dardized training format, then other techniques which May be more.compatible

with their learninrpatterns must be provided.

Separating learning and performance essentially requires the ev;luator to

,identifY, in toncrete and measurable terms,.the, behaviors' which he wants the

client to possess at the Conclusion of the learning phase. These behaviors
A

,
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must be representative pf those 'required 4n the performancelphase and the stan-
dardized instructional format should parallel.the training format used in
competitive industry, Once this is accomplished, the evaluator has a clearly' .

defined standard whichyallows him to determine when a client has satisractorily .
learned what he ts to do and is, therefore, ready,fo. oerformAnce testing.

, ..

Of equal importance is the fact that when a client cannot learn a task by
means of the standardized instructional format, it cannot automatically be As-
sumed that this is dae to lock bY task related ability. Rather, it may be the .

result of other factors including: (1) inadequate instructional or learning .

procedures, (2) testing environment, and (3) mottvation. In order to.assess
the adequacy of the instructional procedures, the evaluator mnt proyide other
learning lormats which may be more compatible with the client's own unique 1

learning style. In choosing a differeat,leariling format.the evaluator_should
begin with the one thet is most similar to the standal-dized format-, i.e:,
verbal vs. nonverbal teChniques, and generally wuk from a more complex to a
simpler foPmat.

.,,

.. 4

, --- i

The net effect of separattng learnilig and performance and providing &va-
riety ipf instructional techniquet is that the learning.phase of.work sample
testing' is standardized. That is to say that at the conclusion of the learning-
phaSe, all clients who will progress to.the performance phase will possess the °

same essential skillS required for performance. Thus, a more valid and reit-'

able understanding of client performance is possible, e.g., poor performance
is not likely to be the result of inadeq4ate instructional or learning pro-

( cedures. Additionally, a more thorough Onderstanding of client learn*
capabilities is developed end.this providu important informatton for job place-.
ment and-training.. .

F
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SUMMARY .

Learning assessment,is a process which attemPts to systematically identify

and explain how a persons learns. It is important because all jobs require some

degree of learning, yet if a person has learning deficits which have not been

identified, the potential for misinterpreting performance problems as' indica-

. tive of a Jack of task-related ability'is great. However, once a client's

learning problems are thoroughly understood, evaluator, client, counselor, and

employer can often adapt the Work/training environment so as to facilitate com-
.

petitive performance.

'Performance and:learning are two,closely related but distinct concepts

which form the basis of learning assessment. With regard to vcational evalu-

ation; learning Ind performance.can be separated by identifying the learning

and performance phases'of work sample testing. The learning phase is the pe-

riod during which the client acquires all the behaviors needed to perform a

tasks. It necessarily involves some degree of training since tt is at this

stage that the evaluator instrmtts the client in the skills, concepts, motions;

etc., needed to perform:the job.. The performance phase; on the other hand, .

follows the learning'phase and is the'period Wherein the client is actually re-

, quired to produce the learned behaviors under formal testing conditions. The

two phases should be'separated by identifying observable and measurable behav-

iors which the client must Aster prior to performance testing. The behaviors 's

must be representative-of the behaviors required for performanäe tesiing and.

the instructtonal format-used during the learning phase should parallel that

used in industry for similar jobs. This procedure rezults in the, 'development

of concrete and measurable standards which define:when the client has completed

the learning phase and is,ready for'.performance testing.

Four basic instructional methods have been discussedwritten, oral, dem-

,
onstration/modeling, and hands on. The first two techniques are verbally

oriented and more complei than the other two nonverbal methods. Although most

people can learn by all of these modes, some individuals with'specific or gen-

eyal learning disabilities ardonly able to learn by one or two methods. Thus,

if they are given instructions.via a format which is not compatible with their

learning styles, the resulting performance may not be representetive of their 1

true abilities simply'oecause they did not thoroughly understand the instruc-

tions. Unfortunately, in many of these cases, the poor performance is commonly

erroneously attributed to latk 0' ability rather than inadequate instructional

procedures. /

Perhaps tne single most important point fnr evaluators to keep in mind'is

that if a 'client cannot learn a task via one standardized instructional method,'

then ft is imperative that alternative instructional formats be'offered. :This

is primarily because a peOton with a learning disabilitk such as aphasia or

mental retardation may be unable to learn certain information vieone instruc-

tional technique but.could learn the same information if another instructional

technique.was provided. Additionally, in some cases clients will 'be able to

point out their learning problems, but in many other instances they will-not

be fully'aware of their handicaps or they may attempt to hide them from the

,evaluator. Both of these:problems emphasize the importance of evaluators sys-

tematically examining the reasons for performance problems and identifying

clients who have potential learning deficits which are adversely affecting per-

formance. This procedure is certainly far more beneficial than simply
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*recording instancei of performance problems without trying to dafermine if the
difficulties are. related to subtle learning problems.

r. S

The benefits of separating learning and *performance are many. First, .

evaluators gain a more reliable and valid picture of client capabilities once ,

they are certain that the client.: (I) perceives%and understaft the instruc-
tions, (?) knows,the proper use of the tools and eqU)ipment, (3) learned all
the step's and motions, and (4) is aware of the d6s4red result. Assuring that
these objectives are achieved ts one of the major functions of the learning
phase of work sample estinb. Once these criteria are satisfied, substandard
clieht performance is not likely to be the result of inadequate instructional

formats. The evaluator my then examinA othee possible causes such as client
motivatiop, testing environment, and lack of ability.

.0

The second majo i. advantage of separking learning and performance-is that
the behaviors which-the evaluator w nts the client to.master during the learn- 1r

ing phase are identified. Thus, surable and observable criteria which
define adequate pre-performance p se learning are established. All-clients

who proceed toperformance testin will, therefore, possess the same essential,
task related behaviors. Emphasis is plated on etdndardizing the outctmes af
the learning phase as opposed to the instructional technique msed.

Additionally, as a result,of learning assessment, the,client tlhoroughlys

learns and underttands what he is to do before he is required to perform a
task so evaluatdr, referral'source, and client have a sound understanding of
how the latter leaths. Learning problems and their implications for perfor- .

mance interpretation are evaluated. This process has important implications
for employment and training since once learning deficits,are identified_ and
Understood., methods of adapting instructional forma so as to facilitate cli-
ent learning may be developed. Thus, clients can be placed in siobs'or trainino
programs which, without learning assessment: might mistakenly be.regardpd as
beyond.their abilities.

..
. c

,

In conclusion, it should be understood that theslearning assessmeht pro: 4
cess can also be incorporated with other vocational evaluation,techniquee. JOb .

site, situational assessment, and job sample testing all require the client to .

learn new skills and concepts which must be mastered before an individual can
_be expected to successfully perform the job. Regardless of the assessment
technique used, it is env necessary for the vocational evaluator to be cer- ,

tain that the instructional techniques provided are compatible with, the client's 1 ,.
learning abilities. If they are.not, the evaluator must adapt the learning.sitL ':"../,)
uation by providing alternative instructional techniques which may.help clients ,;:str--

learn the neceegary behaviors. By.satisfying this important principle, he .

evaluator gains a more yeliable and valid understanding of the xli'eht's voca- . )

tioaal strengths.and limitations and thus a better service is provide Most \ \ i

important, however, the client'also,benefits because there emeI'ge ..dbeter --*-- -'

and more accurate understanding of his abilities;

Ili
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